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1 Sample Selection
Our sample of high-redshift galaxies in the GOODS-North ﬁeld
was selected using an updated version of the criteria presented in pre-
vious papers;15,22 the full sample will be published in Finkelstein et al.
in prep. These papers can be consulted for more details, but here we
brieﬂy recap our process.
The optical imaging comes from the GOODS survey,28 and we used
the v2.0 ACS imaging, consisting of mosaics in the F435W, F606W,
F775W and F850LP ﬁlters. The near-infrared data comes from the
CANDELS survey, and we used the CANDELS team’s early data prod-
ucts (v0.1) in the F105W, F125W and F160W ﬁlters. The CANDELS
survey obtained data at two depths, denoted as “WIDE” and “DEEP”.
The imaging used here consists of the full depth in the Northeast WIDE
region, and about half of the full depth of the DEEP region. The 5σ
limiting magnitudes, measured in 0.4′′-diameter apertures, for the ACS
bands are: 28.1, 28.3, 27.8 and 27.7 mag, respectively (all magnitudes
are quoted in the AB system29). For the three WFC3 bands, the exist-
ing DEEP 5σ depths are 27.9, 27.9 and 27.7 mag, while for the WIDE
region, the depths are 27.4, 27.4 and 27.3 mag, respectively. Addition-
ally, we add to our analysis new, extremely deep, optical data obtained
with ACS in parallel to the CANDELS observations. These data were
obtained in the F814W ﬁlter, and have an exposure time of 57,000 s
at the position of z8 GND 5296, showing no detectable ﬂux within a
0.4′′-diameter aperture 5σ depth of 28.8. We created photometry cata-
logs with the Source Extractor software,30 using a weighted sum of the
F125W and F160W images as the detection image. We measured col-
ors in small elliptical apertures, setting the Kron aperture parameters to
Kron fact=1.2 and min radius=1.7. Aperture corrections were mea-
sured in the F160W band by comparing the ﬂux in this small aperture
to that in the default MAG AUTO aperture, which is representative of
the total ﬂux. Photometry was performed on the DEEP and WIDE re-
gions separately. Photometry errors were obtained by providing Source
Extractor with accurate RMS images.
No RMS map was available for the F814W data, but we followed
the same procedures used to calibrate noise maps for the standard
CANDELS HST data products31. We measured the RMS and auto-
correlation function of the background noise near the position of our
object, after masking out sources. We scaled the correlation-corrected
RMS to the number of pixels in the elliptical photometry aperture, ﬁnd-
ing a total 1σ F814W ﬂux uncertainty of 5 nJy. This is a factor of
about 3× deeper than the GOODS F775W or F850LP imaging at this
position. These F814W data were not available at the time of our ob-
servations, so here we add the F814W non-detection to the photometric
redshift and spectral energy distribution analysis for z8 GND 5296, as-
suming a ﬂux error of 5 nJy.
To select our galaxy sample, we utilized a photometric redshift
ﬁtting technique, using the EAZY software package32 to estimate the
likely redshift (and associated redshift probability distribution function,
P[z]) by ﬁnding the best-ﬁtting combination of redshifted galaxy spec-
tral templates. Both our DEEP and WIDE catalogs were run through
EAZY. We then selected samples with ∆z ∼ 1 centered at zsample =
6, 7 and 8. Rather than using the best-ﬁt photometric redshift to select
our galaxy sample, we utilized the full redshift probability distribution
function. For a given object to be in our sample, it had to meet all of
the following criteria:
• Signal-to-noise in both the F125W and F160W bands ≥ 3.5.
• ≥70% of the integral of P(z) in the primary redshift solution.
•
R
P(zsample ± 0.5)dz ≥ 0.25
•
R
P(zsample ± 0.5)dz ≥
R
P(zsample±1 ± 0.5)dz
•
R
P(z > [zsample − 2])dz ≥ 0.5
• zbest > zsample − 2
• χ2 < 60
These are very similar to the criteria used in our previous publications,
and they have been shown to produce samples which match up very
well with available spectroscopic redshifts at z < 7.15
The selected sources were visually inspected to reject artifacts such
as diffraction spikes and oversplit regions of bright galaxies. Addition-
ally, the colors of galaxy candidates were compared to the expected
colors of M, L and T-dwarf stars, and any sources with star-like colors
which were also unresolved were rejected from the sample. Finally, the
optical bands were also inspected to ensure that they visually appeared
to contain no signiﬁcant (>1.5σ) ﬂux (in practice, sources with sig-
niﬁcant optical ﬂux would have already been rejected by our selection
criteria). Our ﬁnal galaxy samples consist of 175 candidate galaxies at
z ≈ 6, 85 at z ≈ 7 and 25 at z ≈ 8.
2 Spectroscopic Followup Sample
From our parent sample of candidate galaxies, we selected those
for spectroscopic followup with MOSFIRE via two criteria: 1) appar-
ent F160W magnitude, and 2) maximizing R P(7.0 < z < 8.2)dz
(which corresponds to the redshift range placing Lyα in the MOS-
FIRE Y -band grating). We ﬁrst prioritized based on brightness, and
then within each magnitude bin, we prioritized based on the highest
value of the integral deﬁned above. We input these catalogs into the
MAGMA softwareF1 , which was created by the MOSFIRE team to de-
sign mask conﬁgurations. The software searches a large (user-deﬁned)
parameter space in both right ascension, declination and position an-
gle to maximize the total priority of sources. We designed two masks:
GOODSN Mask1, with a position angle of 34 degrees, containing 24
candidate high-redshift galaxies, and GOODSN Mask2, with a posi-
tion angle of −9.5 degrees, containing 19.
3 Observations and Data Reduction
Our observations took place on UT 18-19 April 2013 under clear,
mostly photometric conditions. We used MOSFIRE with the Y -band
grating, which observes ∼0.97 – 1.12 µm, and set the slit widths to
0.7′′. We observed each conﬁguration for one night, taking 180 sec
exposures with an ABAB dither pattern, with dither positions sepa-
rated by 2.5′′, yielding a total exposure time of 5.6 hr for the ﬁrst con-
ﬁguration and 4.45 hr for the second. The data were reduced using
the MOSFIRE data reduction pipelineF2 , which in brief calculates a
wavelength solution using the night sky lines, performs sky subtrac-
tion, ﬂat-ﬁelding and rectiﬁcation, and saves each two-dimensional slit
spectrum as a single image. We examined the expected slit position
for each object by eye to search for detected emission lines. Given our
dither pattern, true features are identiﬁable with a positive signal and
two negative signals on each side in the spatial dimension, due to the
sky subtraction (i.e., each negative signal contains half of the amplitude
of the positive signal). We identiﬁed four plausible emission lines from
the ﬁrst mask, and four from the second mask.
3.1 One-Dimensional Spectral Extraction For these seven sources,
we performed one-dimensional spectral extraction with a 1.6′′ box in
the spatial dimension (∼2× the seeing during the run, which varied
from 0.6 – 0.8′′). The error spectrum was similarly extracted from the
inverse variance spectrum created by the pipeline. To ensure that the
error spectrum accurately matched the errors in the object spectrum,
we scaled the error spectrum to be representative of noise variations in
F1http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/inst/mosﬁre/magma.html
F2http://code.google.com/p/mosﬁre/
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the object spectrum, by measuring the standard deviation in the signal-
to-noise of pixels in regions clear of sky emission lines, and scaled the
error spectrum so that this equaled unity. To determine the signiﬁcance
of the eight extracted lines, we ﬁt a Gaussian function using the MP-
FIT IDL packageF3 , ﬁnding that only one object had a line detected
at > 5σ signiﬁcance. This object, called z8 GND 5296 in our catalog,
is measured to have an emission line at λ = 1.0343 µm with a signiﬁ-
cance of 7.8σ (Figure 1). Assuming this line is Lyα places this object
at z = 7.5078 ± 0.0004, making this the highest redshift galaxy that
has been spectroscopically conﬁrmed via Lyα to date. There has been
a published spectroscopic conﬁrmation of the gamma ray burst (GRB)
090423 at z = 8.2, conﬁrmed via continuum spectroscopy of the Ly-
man break33,34 , though due to its very nature this object cannot be re-
observed. Additionally, although a spectroscopic redshift of z = 8.56
for a galaxy has been claimed,35 subsequent observations have shown
this to be spurious.36 The properties of z8 GND 5296 are summarized
in Table S1. We note that the uncertainty on the redshift denotes the
uncertainty on centroiding the line. However, as seen at lower redshift,
Lyα is frequently detected at 200–800 km s−1 redward of the systemic
redshift37,38, thus the systemic redshift for this system may be a few
hundred km s−1 lower.
TheMOSFIRE data reduction pipeline provides a nominal estimate
for the central row for each objects spectrum, accounting for differing
vertical positions in the slit. To ensure that our extracted emission line
in the spectrum of z8 GND 5296 is in the correct spatial position, we
used three sources in our mask with well-detected continuum; one was
a star, while the other two were z ∼ 1 galaxies placed in the mask as
ﬁllers. We found that all three sources had centroids∼4–5 pixels below
the pipeline estimate, with a mean offset of 4.7 pixels. Examining the
emission line in the 2D spectrum of z8 GND 5296, we ﬁnd that this
line also has a centroid offset from the pipeline estimate by 4.7 pixels.
Thus, we conclude that the observed emission line is at the expected
position for the high-redshift galaxy we intended to observe, and we
use this offset position as the extraction center. As shown in Figure
2, there are no other sources in the slit, though there are two galax-
ies located 2.3′′ and 3.2′′ southwest of our target. The closer galaxy
would lie 1.1′′ off the slit center, and would be offset by 1.9′′ along the
slit from our object, which corresponds to ∼10 pixels in the 2D spec-
trum. Any emission from these objects which happened to fall in the
slit would thus be clearly separated from our observed emission line.
In Section S4.3, we ﬁnd that both of these nearby galaxies have spec-
troscopic redshifts of 0.39, which would not place any known emission
line near 1.0343 µm.
In order to examine the possibility of a false positive detection, we
examined the signal-to-noise spectrum, smoothed by the velocity width
of our spectrum, and scaled it such that the value at the peak of our de-
tected line is equal to the integrated signal-to-noise of the line of 7.8,
as illustrated in Figure S1. We searched the entire spectrum for appar-
ently signiﬁcant negative features; these would be due to noise, and the
lack of such features provides greater conﬁdence that our observation
represents a true emission line from the object z8 GND 5296, while
the lack of positive features other than our identiﬁed Lyα line provides
further conﬁdence that the line is in fact Lyα.
3.2 Flux Calibration We ﬂux calibrated the spectrum of
z8 GND 5296 using observations of the standard star HIP 56157, with
a spectral type of A0V, which we observed in a single long slit directly
before our science observations during our ﬁrst night of observing.
We obtained four spectra of this star with an ABAB dither pattern,
with each exposure consisting of 10 2s co-additions, to guard against
persistence and non-linearity. These observations were reduced in
the same manner as our masks described above, and extracted into a
one-dimensional spectrum with the same size extraction box as that
F3http://www.physics.wisc.edu/∼craigm/idl/ﬁtting.html
used on our primary observations.
We derived the ﬂux calibration array by taking a A0V Kurucz39
model spectrum, and scaling it to match the integrated 2MASS magni-
tude for this star, interpolating among the J , H , and K 2MASS mag-
nitudes to obtain the magnitude appropriate for our spectral range at
1.05 µm (m1.05µm,AB = 8.08). We then created a calibration array
by dividing this scaled model spectrum by our observed spectrum, in-
terpolating over intrinsic stellar absorption features common to both
spectra. The ﬁnal array was then multiplied by our object spectrum
(both normalized by their respective exposure times), which both ﬂux
calibrated our object spectrum, and corrected for telluric absorption
features. Nominally, this procedure also corrects for slit losses, but
only in the case when the seeing during both the standard and object
observations was the same. In our case, the seeing was moderately
different; the median seeing during the mask observations was 0.65′′,
while it was 0.85′′ during the standard observations. Thus an addi-
tional aperture correction of 1.22 was applied to account for the seeing
differences.
We measured the line ﬂux of our detected emission line by again
ﬁtting a Gaussian with MPFIT, only now to the calibrated spectrum.
We measured a line ﬂux of 2.64 × 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2. We had ex-
pected to achieve a 5σ limiting line ﬂux of 2.1 × 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2
in 5.5 hr (scaled from our initial expectation of 2.0 × 10−18 erg s−1
cm−2 in 6 hr). Given our measured line ﬂux, and signal-to-noise re-
ported above of 7.8, this would imply a 5σ limiting line ﬂux of 1.7 ×
10−18 erg s−1 cm−2. While this may be the case, there is an additional
systematic uncertainty in our ﬂux calibration, as the counts varied by
∼15% in the four individual observations of the standard star. Taking
this into account, our measured line ﬂux is 2.64± 0.34 (photometric)±
0.40 (systematic) ×10−18 erg s−1 cm−2. Accounting for the system-
atic uncertainty, our measured line ﬂux is consistent with that expected
for a signal-to-noise=7.8 detection at∼1.2σ. The ﬂux calibration does
not have an impact on our primary science results, but we will use this
calibrated line ﬂux below when discussing the Lyα equivalent width.
4 Line Identiﬁcation
Although our photometric redshift favors Lyα as the identiﬁcation
for our detected emission line in the spectrum of z8 GND 5296, here
we examine the alternatives. Other plausible alternatives to Lyα (i.e.,
lines that have been observed to be reasonably strong at high-redshift)
are [O II] λλ 3726,3729, Hβ λ4861, [O III] λ4959, [O III] λ5007, and
Hα λ6563 (other lines are possible if the object is an AGN, but this is
not likely due to the lack of X-ray or long-wavelength detections; see
below). Of these alternatives, Hβ and [O III] can be ruled out, as if
our detected line was one of these three lines, the remaining two lines
should be observed as well. Speciﬁcally, were our observed line [O III]
λ5007, we would expect to see [O III] λ4959 at 10243.5 A˚, which is
a region clear of sky emission. We simulated a [O III] λ4959 line at
this position in our spectrum, with a line strength 2.98× less than that
of the [O III] λ5007 line,40 and found that such a line would have been
detected at 4.1σ, thus we rule out [O III] λ5007 as the identiﬁcation
of our detected line. Additionally, we can rule out both [O III] lines,
as well as Hα, as they are not located near strong continuum breaks.
As seen in Figure 3, we have detected a large photometric break at
λ ∼ 1µm. We interpret it as the Lyman break, but it could also be
the Balmer break at 3646 A˚ due to a combination of the high-order
Balmer series transitions, or the 4000 A˚ break due to metal absorption
lines common in older stellar populations. Were this the case, then the
detected line would be [O II].
As [OII] is a doublet, we examine the spectrum for signs of the sec-
ond line. The ratio of the λ3726/λ3729 line strength varies from∼0.5–
1.5 in H II regions, with a typical ratio of order unity.41 If our detected
line was the red side of the doublet (at 3729 A˚ rest), we should detect
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ported ab ve of 7.8, this would imply a 5σ l miting line ﬂux of 1.7 ×
10−18 erg s−1 cm−2. While this may be the cas , there is an additional
systemati uncertainty in o r ﬂux calibration, as the counts varied by
∼15% in the four in ividual observati ns of the standard star. Taking
this into account, our measured line ﬂux is 2.64± 0.34 (photometric)±
0.40 (systematic) ×10−18 erg s−1 cm−2. Accounting for the system-
ati uncertainty, our measured line ﬂux is consisten with that expected
for a signal-to-noise=7.8 detection at∼1.2σ. The ﬂux calibrati n does
not h ve an impact on our primary s ience results, but e will use this
calibrated line ﬂux below when di cussing the Lyα equivalent width.
4 Line Identiﬁcation
Although our photometric redshift favors Lyα as th identiﬁcation
fo our detected emission li e in th spectrum of z8 GND 5296, here
we examin th alternatives. Other plausibl alternatives to Lyα (i.e.,
lines t t hav been observed to be reasonably strong at high-redshift)
are [O II] λλ 3726,3729, Hβ λ4861, [O III] λ4959, [O III] λ5007, and
Hα λ6563 (other lines are possible if the object is an AGN, but this is
not likely due to the lack of X-ray or long-wavelength detections; see
below). Of these alternatives, Hβ and [O III] can be ruled out, as if
our detected line was ne of these three lines, the remaining two lines
should e observed as well. Speciﬁcally, were ur observed line [O III]
λ5007, e would expect to see [O III] λ4959 at 10243.5 A˚, wh ch is
a region clear of sky emission. We simulated a [O III] λ4959 line at
thi p sit on in our spectrum, with a lin strength 2.98× less than that
of the [O III] λ5007 line,40 and found that such a line would hav been
detected at 4.1σ, thus we rule out [O III] λ5007 as th identiﬁcation
of our detected line. Additionally, we can rule ou both [O III] lines,
as well as Hα, as they are not locat d near strong continuum breaks.
As seen n Figure 3, we have detected a large photometric break at
λ ∼ 1µm. We int rpret it as the Lyman break, but it cou d also be
the Balmer break at 3646 A˚ due to a combination of the high-order
Balmer series transitions, or the 4000 A˚ break due to metal absorption
lines common in old r stellar populations. Were is the cas , then the
detected line would be [O II].
As [OII] is a doublet, we examine th spectrum for igns of the sec-
o d line. The ratio of the λ3726/λ3729 lin strength varies from∼0.5–
1.5 in H II regions, with a typical ratio of order unity.41 If our detected
line was the red side of the doublet (at 3729 A˚ rest), we should detect
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the bluer line at 10334 A˚ (which is a clean region) at >10σ, and no
line is seen. If the detected line is the bluer side of the doublet, then we
would expect to see the redder line at 10351 A˚. This would be directly
under the sky line just to the red of our detected line, which hampers
our ability to discern its presence. However, given the width of our
detected line, if there was a second line under the sky line, we would
expect to see excess ﬂux just to the red side of the sky residual (i.e., the
true line would be broader than the sky residual), in between the two
sky lines. As shown in Figure S2, for line ratios of unity or less, the
observed spectrum can rule out the presence of the redder [O II] line. If
the λ3726/λ3729 ratio is high; close to 1.5, then it becomes harder to
rule out the presence of this line. However, there should still be excess
ﬂux over what is observed on either side of the sky line residual – in
particular, on the red side of the sky line, we would have expected to
see emission line ﬂux at the ∼2σ level. Given the lack of detectable
ﬂux in this region, we conclude that the line is unlikely to be [O II].
However, given the unknown strength of any potential 3729 A˚ line,
in the following we examine further evidence to differentiate between
Lyα and [O II].
4.1 Line Asymmetry Another feature which could conﬁrm the Lyα
nature of this line would be any measured asymmetry. Lyα at high
redshift is frequently observed to be asymmetric,1,3 though it has been
observed to be symmetric as well.42 It is assumed that the asymmetry
is caused by absorption of the blue half of the line by neutral hydro-
gen in the IGM. However, a few lines of evidence imply that internal
processes in the galaxy may dominate the observed line proﬁle. First,
Lyα lines at z ∼ 2–3 have been observed to be asymmetric, at an epoch
where the IGM absorption is much less. Second, also at z ∼ 2–3, where
the systemic redshift can be measured via rest-frame optical nebular
lines, Lyα is seen to reside ∼200-400 km s−1 to the red of the sys-
temic redshift.38,43–45 This is likely a result of interstellar winds driven
by intense star-formation, as Lyα photons will preferentially escape
after they have gained some net redshift, and are thus no longer reso-
nantly scattered. This enables them to pass through neutral hydrogen
both within the galaxy as well as in the IGM. Simulations of galaxies at
z > 8 show that with a wind velocity of ∼ a few hundred km s−1, not
only can Lyα emission be detectable from a mostly-neutral epoch, but
it can be observed with a symmetric proﬁle.46 The large inferred SFR
of our object is consistent with this scenario, as it is very likely driv-
ing a strong wind in the interstellar medium. Lyα is also symmetric
in another bright (mUV =25.75) galaxy at z=6.944,42 perhaps indicat-
ing that strong star-formation driven winds are common in these very
luminous objects.
The asymmetry of our observed line is difﬁcult to measure, given
the night sky line residual to the red-side of our line. We measure
the asymmetry of our emission line by ﬁtting an asymmetric Gaussian
function to the line proﬁle, where the σ values on the blue and red side
of line center are allowed to be different. We then quantify the asym-
metry as the ratio of σred/σblue, measuring this ratio to be 1.2 ± 1.4,
thus the measured asymmetry is of no signiﬁcance. As a further test of
our ability to measure any asymmetry in the detected emission line, we
ran a series of simulations, placing mock emission lines with the same
integrated line ﬂux as our measured line, but with a known value of
asymmetry, in our one-dimensional spectra. We investigated asymme-
try values of both 2.0 and 1.5, and we placed these mock lines at three
locations: 11082.6, 10119.4 and 10250.0 A˚. The ﬁrst two locations
correspond to regions 7.4 A˚ blueward of a skyline with a similar ampli-
tude to the skyline 7.4A˚ redward of our detected emission line; the ﬁrst
of these two has a positive sky-subtraction residual, while the second
has a negative residual. The third wavelength is a region with no sky
emission lines. In each of these six simulations, the measured asym-
metry was consistent with unity (i.e., a symmetric line) at ∼1σ. The
measured asymmetry values and associated uncertainties were 3.2 ±
2.8, 3.2 ± 2.1 and 3.9 ± 2.6 for the simulations where the input asym-
metry value was 2.0, and 2.8 ± 4.7, 3.2 ± 2.0 and 2.3 ± 2.1 where the
input asymmetry value was 1.5. Although each of these simulations
results in a mean asymmetry value greater than unity, the very large
uncertainties imply that our spectra are not of high enough signal-to-
noise to detect a moderate amount of asymmetry were it present in the
detected emission line. Deeper spectra with higher spectral resolution
may make this possible, but given the presence of sky emission lines
around our detected object, it may yet prove difﬁcult. We thus conclude
that we cannot rule out moderate asymmetry in our detected emission
line.
4.2 Equivalent Width Photometric surveys for Lyα emitting galax-
ies at high redshift using narrowband ﬁlters frequently use the equiv-
alent width of the line as a method to remove [O II] emitting
“contaminants”.47,48 The dividing line used is commonly 20 A˚ in the
rest frame of Lyα. As we do not detect the continuum in our spectrum,
we must use the photometry to derive the continuum level near the de-
tected emission line. We use the best-ﬁttingmodel from our SED ﬁtting
(see the next subsection), to derive the continuum ﬂux density just red-
ward of Lyα (at a rest-frame wavelength of 1225 A˚), which we ﬁnd to
be 4.15 × 10−20 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1. The EW is then deﬁned as the
ratio of the line ﬂux to the continuum level, which we ﬁnd to be 64 ±
8 (photometric) ± 10 (systematic) A˚. If the line is Lyα at z = 7.51,
this would correspond to a rest-frame EW = 7.5 A˚, while for [O II] at
z = 1.78, the rest-frame EW would be 23 A˚. An emission line of this
small EW would have a negligible impact on the integrated F105W
magnitude, and it does not provide further evidence excluding the pos-
sibility of [O II], although it does support our primary conclusion that
the equivalent width distribution at z > 7 has been drastically reduced.
4.3 Grism Spectroscopy and Lensing Most of the GOODS-North
ﬁeld, including the region of interest here, has been observed with HST
WFC3 infrared slitless grism spectroscopy (Weiner et al. in prepara-
tion), covering the 1.1–1.65µm spectral range. This range does not in-
clude the line at 1.0343 µm that we observe with MOSFIRE, but if that
line was [O II] at z = 1.78 or [O III] at z = 1.07, other emission lines
(namely, [O III]+Hβ or Hα+[N II], respectively) would fall within the
grism spectral range. These are not observed, to an approximate 3σ ﬂux
limit of 3 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2, neither in the spectrum of the faint
galaxy z8 GND 5296, nor in the two galaxies that fall a few arcseconds
away to the southwest, near (but not on) the MOSFIRE slit (see Sec-
tion S3). The closer (northeastern) of these two galaxies has a secure
Keck DEIMOS spectroscopic redshift z = 0.387 (Stern et al. in prepa-
ration), which would not place any strong emission lines at 1.0343 µm.
The second (southwestern) galaxy has no ground-based spectroscopy
to our knowledge. Spectral templates cross-correlated with the WFC3
grism spectrum of this southwestern galaxy yield a possible redshift
z = 0.39 ± 0.01, largely due to a feature that would correspond to
the [S III] λ9069A˚ emission line at that redshift. While quite tentative,
this is also consistent with the secure and accurate Keck redshift for the
northeastern galaxy that is about 1 arcsec away, suggesting that the two
may be a physical pair. In any case, there is no evidence to favor (and
several reasons to discount) the possibility that the MOSFIRE emission
line is due to contamination from a nearby foreground galaxy.
This nearby pair of galaxies is unlikely to act as a signiﬁcant grav-
itational lens. At the spectroscopic redshift of z = 0.39 for both galax-
ies, we measure stellar masses from SED ﬁtting for the NE galaxy of
5.8 × 107 M⊙, and for the SW galaxy of 1.7 × 107 M⊙. To deter-
mine whether these could plausibly magnify our z = 7.51 galaxy, we
compute their Einstein radius, assuming a lens redshift of z = 0.39,
and a source redshift of z = 7.51. For this calculation, we require
the total mass of the galaxies, including dark matter, which we con-
servatively assume is 10× the stellar mass (cf. compare to samples of
massive galaxies in strong lensing surveys that ﬁnd stellar-mass frac-
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would expect to see th redder line at 10351 A˚. This would be directly
under the sky line just to the red of our detected line, whic hampers
our ability to discern its pr sence. How ver, given the width of our
detected line, if th re was a second line under the sky line, we would
expect to see excess ﬂux just to th red side of the sky residual (i.e., the
true line would be broader than the sky residual), in between the two
sky lines. As shown in Figure S2, for line ratios of unity or less, the
observed spectrum can rule out the pr sence of th redder [O II] line. If
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Lyα and [O II].
4.1 Line Asy metry Another feature which could conﬁrm the Lyα
nature of this line would be any measured asy metry. Lyα at high
redshift is frequently observed to be asy metric,1,3 though it has been
observed to be sy metric as well.42 It is assumed that the asy metry
is caused by absorption of the blue half of the line by neutral hydro-
gen in the IGM. How ver, a few lines of evidence imply that internal
proces es in the galaxy may dominate the observed line proﬁle. First,
Lyα lines at z ∼ 2–3 have been observed to be asy metric, t an epoch
wh re the IGM absorption is much less. Second, also at z ∼ 2–3, wh re
the ystemic redshift can be measured via rest-frame optical nebular
lines, Lyα is seen to reside ∼200-400 km s−1 to the red of the ys-
temic redshift.38, 3–45 Th is likely a result of interstellar winds driven
by intense star-formation, as Lyα ph tons will pr f rentially escape
after they have gained some net redshift, and are thus no longer reso-
antly scatt red. This enables them to pass through neutral hydrogen
both within the galaxy as well as in the IGM. Simulations of galaxies at
z > 8 show that with a wind velocity of ∼ a few hundred km s−1, not
only can Lyα emission be detectable from a mostly-neutral epoch, but
it can be observed with a sy metric proﬁle.46 The large inferred SFR
of our object is consistent with this scenario, as t is very likely driv-
ing a strong wind in the interstellar medium. Lyα is also sy metric
in another bright (mUV =25.75) galaxy at z=6.944,42 perhaps indicat-
ing tha strong star-formation driven winds are co mon in th se very
luminous objects.
The asy metry of our observed line is difﬁcult to measure, given
the night sky line residual to the red-side of our line. We measure
the asy metry of our emission line by ﬁtting an asy metric Gaussian
function to the line proﬁle, wh re the σ values on the blue and red side
of line center are allowed to be diff rent. We then quantify the asym-
metry as the rati of σred/σblue, measuring this rati to be 1.2 ± 1.4,
thus the measured asy metry is of no signiﬁcance. As a further test of
our abili y to measure any asy metry in the detected emission line, we
ran a s ries of simulations, placing mock emission lines wit the same
integrated line ﬂux as our measured line, but with a known value of
asy metry, in our one-dimensional spectra. We investigated asy me-
try values of both 2.0 and 1.5, and we placed th se mock lines at three
locations: 11082.6, 0119.4 and 1025 .0 A˚. The ﬁrst two locations
correspond to regions 7.4 A˚ blueward of a skyline with a simil r ampli-
tude to the skyline 7.4A˚ redward f our detected emission line; the ﬁrst
of th se two has a positive sky-subtraction residual, while the second
has a negative residual. The third wavelength is a region with no sky
emission lines. In each of th se six simulations, the measured asym-
metry was consistent with unity (i.e., a sy metric line) at ∼1σ. The
measured asy metry values and associated uncertainties w re 3.2 ±
2.8, 3.2 ± 2.1 and 3.9 ± 2.6 for the simulations wh re the input asym-
metry value was 2.0, and 2.8 ± 4.7, 3.2 ± 2.0 and 2.3 ± 2.1 wh re the
input asy metry value was 1.5. Although each of th se simulations
results in a mean asy metry value greater than unity, the very large
uncertainties imply that our spectra are not of high enough signal-to-
noise to detect a moderate amount of asy metry w re it pr sent in the
detected emission line. De per spectra wit higher spectral resolution
may make this possible, but given the pr sence of sky emission lines
around our detected object, it may yet prove difﬁcult. We thus conclude
that we cannot rule out moderate asy metry in our detected emission
line.
4.2 Equivalent Width Ph tometric surveys for Lyα em tting galax-
ies at high redshift using narrowband ﬁlters frequently use the equiv-
alent width of the line as a method to remove [O II] em tting
“contami ants”. 7,48 The dividing line used is co monly 20 A˚ in the
rest frame of Lyα. As we do not detect the co tinuum in our spectrum,
we must use the ph tometry to derive the co tinuum l vel near the de-
tected emission line. We use the best-ﬁttingmodel from our SED ﬁtting
(see the next subsection), to derive the co tinuum ﬂux density just red-
ward of Lyα ( t a rest-frame wavelength of 1225 A˚), which we ﬁnd to
be 4.15 × 10−20 erg s−1 cm−2 A˚−1. The EW is then deﬁned as the
rati of the line ﬂux to the co tinuum l vel, which we ﬁnd to be 64 ±
8 (ph tometric) ± 10 ( ystematic) A˚. If the line is Lyα at z = 7.51,
this would correspond to a rest-frame EW = 7.5 A˚, while for [O II] at
z = 1.78, th rest-frame EW would be 23 A˚. An emission line of this
small EW would have a ne ligible impact on the integrated F105W
magnitude, and it does not provide furth r evidence excluding the pos-
sibility of [O II], although it does support our primary conclusion that
the equivalent width distribution at z > 7 has been drastically reduced.
4.3 Grism Spectroscopy and Lensing Most of the G ODS-North
ﬁeld, including th region of int rest h re, has been observed with HST
WFC3 infrared s itless grism spectroscopy (Weiner et al. in prep ra-
tion), covering the . –1.65µm spectral range. This range does not in-
clude the line at 1.0 43 µm that we observe with MOSFIRE, but if that
line was [O II] at z = 1.78 or [O III] at z = 1.07, oth r emission lines
(namely, [O III]+Hβ or Hα+[N II], respectively) would fall within the
grism spectral range. Th se are n t observed, to an approximate 3σ ﬂux
limit of 3 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2, neither in the spectrum of the faint
galaxy z8 GND 5296, nor in the two galaxies that fall a few arcseconds
away to the southwest, near (but not on) the MOSFIRE slit (see Sec-
tion S3). The closer (northeastern) of th se two galaxies has a secure
Keck DEIMOS spectroscopic redshift z = 0.387 (Stern et al. in prepa-
ration), which would not place any strong emission lines at 1.0 43 µm.
The second (southwestern) galaxy has no ground-based spectroscopy
t our knowledge. Spectral templates cross-correlated wit the WFC3
grism spectrum of this southwestern galax yield a possible redshift
z = 0.39 ± .01, largely due to a feature that would correspond to
the [S III] λ9069A˚ emission line at that redshift. While qui tentative,
th is also consistent wi th secure and accurate Keck redshi t for the
northeastern galaxy that is about 1 arcsec away, suggesting that the two
may be a physical pair. In any case, th re is no evidence to favor (and
s veral reasons to discoun ) the possibili y that the MOSFIRE emission
line is due to contamination from a nearby foreground galaxy.
This nearby pair of galaxie is unlikely to act as a signiﬁcant grav-
itational lens. At the spectroscopic redshift of z = 0.39 for both galax-
ies, we measure stellar mas es from SED ﬁtting for the NE galaxy of
5.8 × 107 M⊙, and for the SW galaxy of 1.7 × 107 M⊙. To deter-
mine whether th se could plausibly magnify our z = 7.51 galaxy, we
compute their Einstein radius, assuming a lens redshift of z = 0.39,
and a source redshift of z = 7.51. For this calculation, we require
the total mass of the galaxies, including dark matter, which we con-
servatively assume is 10× the stellar mass (cf. compare to samples of
massive galaxies in strong lensing surveys that ﬁnd stellar-mass frac-
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tions of 50-100% within the Einstein radius49). For the NE galaxy, we
ﬁnd an Einstein radius of 0.05′′, while for the SE galaxy we ﬁnd an
Einstein radius of 0.03′′. The separation between these sources and
z8 GND 5296 is ∼2.3′′ and 3.2′′, respectively. Additionally, even the
largest Einstein radius from the strong-lensing galaxies of Sloan Lens
ACS Survey49 would reach only 1.3′′ at z = 0.39 (for a lensing galaxy
with stellar mass >1011 M⊙; more than 100 times that of the z =0.39
galaxies here). We thus conclude that strong gravitational lensing is not
affecting the inferred luminosity.
4.4 Spectral Energy Distribution Fitting In the above subsections,
we have attempted to discern between the [O II] and Lyα identiﬁcation
of the detected emission line by looking at the line properties itself.
However, the strongest evidence either way can likely be had by look-
ing at the full photometric SED. Although an emission line near a spec-
tral break can be indicative of both Lyα or [O II], the stellar populations
which would create these signatures would be drastically different. We
utilized the same HST photometry that went into the photometric red-
shift ﬁtting, only now we also added in Spitzer/IRAC data at 3.6 and
4.5µm. We utilized new IRAC data from the Spitzer Very Deep Sur-
vey of the HST/CANDELS ﬁelds (S-CANDELS; PI Fazio), which is
a Cycle 8 Spitzer/IRAC program to cover the CANDELS wide ﬁelds
(0.2 deg2) with a total integration time of ∼50 hr in both IRAC bands
at 3.6 and 4.5µm. S-CANDELS data acquisition in the CANDELS
GOODS-N ﬁeld was completed over the course of two visits, during
2012 January and 2012 July. The data were reduced to mosaic form
following procedures identical to those described for the coextensive,
wider but shallower Spitzer Extended Deep Survey.50 At the position
of z8 GND 5296, the exact integration times are 47.2 and 57.8 hr in
the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands, respectively. A rms image was produced
for each band by taking the inverse of the square root of the coverage
map, and scaling it so that the mean value was equal to the mean of the
pixel-to-pixel ﬂuctuations in empty regions of the image.
As shown in Figure S3, z8 GND 5296 is clearly detected in both
bands, but due to the large beam of Spitzer/IRAC, simple aperture
photometry will result in inaccurate ﬂuxes due to contamination from
nearby neighbors. We therefore ﬁt and subtracted nearby sources in
a 19′′ × 19′′ region around z8 GND 5296 in each of the IRAC im-
ages. Positions, magnitudes, and radial proﬁles of the sources in
this region were derived by running Source Extractor on the higher
resolution HST F160W-band images. Each source found, including
z8 GND 5296, was modeled on the IRAC images with the galaxy-
ﬁtting software package GALFIT51 (v3.0) in a manner similar to our
previous work.52 Figure S3 illustrates the process. GALFIT requires a
point-spread function (PSF), which was constructed using stars in the
large IRAC mosaics. The FWHMs of the IRAC PSFs were 1.9′′. The
extracted AB magnitudes of z8 GND 5296 are m3.6 = 25.38 ± 0.09
and m4.5 = 24.40 ± 0.07. We note that these photometric errors
include the uncertainty due to deblending, which we veriﬁed by vary-
ing the neighbor ﬂuxes within their 1σ uncertainties, and noted that
it changed the ﬂux of the galaxy of interest by ≤ 9% for the 3.6 µm
band, and ≤5% for the 4.5 µm band; both at or less than the quoted
photometric uncertainties. As expected from inspecting the image, the
4.5 µm ﬂux is much brighter, which we will comment on below. We
also included constraints during SED ﬁtting at 5.8 and 8.0 µm, using
images from the GOODS Spitzer survey. There was no signiﬁcant ﬂux
at the position of z8 GND 5296 (as expected for a source at high red-
shift), thus during the SED ﬁtting, these ﬂuxes were set to zero, and
the ﬂux errors were set to the 1σ limit of the images, which are AB
magnitudes of 23.485 for 5.8 µm and 23.355 for 8.0 µm. These limits
are 1-2 mag brighter than both of our best-ﬁt models. The photometry
of z8 GND 5292 is listed in Table S2.
We compared the 12 photometric points of our SED to a suite
of stellar population models, using the updated models of Bruzual &
Charlot.53 In these models, we assumed a Salpeter initial mass func-
tion, and varied the stellar population age, metallicity, dust content
and star-formation history. There is mounting evidence that a dust
attenuation law, A(λ)/E(B − V ), similar to that derived for the
Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) better reproduces the UV-optical col-
ors and IR/UV ratios for young, presumably lower-metallicity galaxies
at high redshifts,54–56 compared to the dust attenuation law for local
UV-luminous starbursts57 that is more commonly used (see discussion
in Tilvi et al.55). This is perhaps unsurprising as the SMC is frequently
pointed to as a local analog for high-redshift galaxies. We thus use
the SMC dust-attenuation curve derived by Pei58 to model the effects
of dust on our model spectra. Additionally, recent evidence implies
that high-redshift galaxies likely have a rising star-formation history on
average,54,59–61 thus we allow both exponentially rising and declining
star-formation histories. The stellar mass is found as the normalization
between the observed ﬂuxes and the best-ﬁt model. We include nebular
emission lines using the emission line ratios published by Inoue et al.
(see also Salmon et al., in prep).62 The best-ﬁtting model is found via
χ2 minimization, and the uncertainties on the best-ﬁtting parameters
are found via Monte Carlo simulations, varying the observed ﬂuxes by
an amount proportional to their photometric errors. This procedure is
similar to that used in our previous work, to which we refer the reader
for more details.15,22
We perform two ﬁts; ﬁrst ﬁxing the redshift to z = 7.51 should
our detected line be Lyα, and secondly ﬁxing z = 1.78, if the line were
[O II]. We note that in the high-redshift ﬁt, we exclude the Y -band pho-
tometry, as the highly-star-forming nature of this object implies that it
likely has strong intrinsic Lyα emission, which will be included in the
models. However, given the weak Lyα ﬂux observed, the emission is
likely being attenuated by gas somewhere along the line-of-sight; this
effect is not included in the modeling. As brieﬂy discussed in the main
text, the observed photometry of this source is much more consistent
with a redshift of 7.51, and thus a line identiﬁcation of Lyα (reduced
χ2r[z = 7.51] = 0.8 and χ2r[z = 1.78] = 14.7). This is primarily
due to two wavelength regimes, highlighted by the right panel of Fig-
ure 3, which shows the values of χ2 for each band and redshift. First,
z8 GND 5296 is completely undetected in the optical, even in the ul-
tradeep F814W band. As can be seen in Figure 3, the lack of a signif-
icant detection in the optical strongly favors the high-redshift solution,
with ∆χ2 (χ2z=1.78 − χ2z=7.51) = 2.0, 17.6 and 3.4 for the F606W,
F814W and F850LP bands, respectively (the F775W band is less dis-
cerning, as it has a formal 1.3σ detection; due to the non-detections
in the surrounding bands and in the stack of all optical bands, as well
as the non-detection in this band in a smaller circular aperture, we at-
tribute this to random noise). Second, the IRAC bands also strongly
favor the high-redshift solution, with ∆χ2 = 19.1 and 17.4 for the 3.6
and 4.5µm bands, respectively. This is understandable as at z = 7.5,
[O III] is located in the 4.5 µm band, and a strong emission line could
create the observed color. At z = 1.78, there is no such strong emission
line in this band, thus the models struggle to ﬁt the observed color. As
we discussed in the main text, the inferred [O III] EW can be used to
diagnose the metallicity of this galaxy. We quote the [O III] EW as that
from the best-ﬁtting model, with the quoted 68% and 95% conﬁdence
ranges coming from the Monte Carlo simulations (Table S3).
The SFR quoted in Table S3 is a time averaged SFR. For models
where the stellar population age is older than 100 Myr, we integrate the
star-formation history over the past 100 Myr to determine the SFR. For
younger populations, we simply divide the stellar mass by the stellar
population age. This time-averaged SFR is extremely high for our z =
7.51 ﬁt, with a 68% conﬁdence range from 320 – 1040 M⊙ yr−1 (best-
ﬁt = 330 M⊙ yr−1). Given the observed photometry, this is plausible,
as the bright rest-frame UV coupled with strong inferred [O III] emis-
sion drives the ﬁt to a young age (3 Myr in this case), when the SFR
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tions of 50-100% within the Einstein radius49). For the NE galaxy, we
ﬁnd an Einstein radius of 0.05′′, while for the SE galaxy we ﬁnd an
Einstein radius of 0.03′′. The separation between these sources and
z8 GND 5296 is ∼2.3′′ and 3.2′′, respectively. Additionally, even the
largest Einstein radius from the strong-lensing galaxies of Sloan Lens
ACS Survey49 would reach only 1.3′′ at z = 0.39 (for a lensing galaxy
with stellar mass >1011 M⊙; more than 100 times that of the z =0.39
galaxies here). We thus conclude that strong gravitational lensing is not
affecting the inferred luminosity.
4.4 Spectral Energy Distribution Fitting In the above subsections,
we have attempted to discern between the [O II] and Lyα identiﬁcation
of the detected emission line by looking at the line properties itself.
However, the strongest evidence either way can likely be had by look-
ing at the full photometric SED. Although an emission line near a spec-
tral break can be indicative of both Lyα or [O II], the stellar populations
which would create these signatures would be drastically different. We
utilized the same HST photometry that went into the photometric red-
shift ﬁtting, only no we also added in Spitzer/IRAC data at 3.6 and
4.5µm. We utilized new IRAC data from the Spitzer Very Deep Sur-
vey of the HST/CANDELS ﬁelds (S-CANDELS; PI Fazio), which is
a Cycle 8 Spitzer/IRAC program to cover the CANDELS wide ﬁelds
(0.2 deg2) with a total integration time of ∼50 hr in both IRAC bands
at 3.6 and 4.5µm. S-CANDELS data acquisition in the CANDELS
GOODS-N ﬁeld was completed over the course of two visits, during
2012 January and 2012 July. The data were reduced to mosaic form
following procedures identical to those described for the coextensive,
wider but shallower Spitzer Extended Deep Survey.50 At the position
of z8 GND 5296, the exact integration times are 47.2 and 57.8 hr in
the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands, respectively. A rms image was produced
for each band by taking the inverse of the square root of the coverage
map, and scaling it so that the mean value was equal to the mean of the
pixel-to-pixel ﬂuctuations in empty regions of the image.
As shown in Figure S3, z8 GND 5296 is clearly detected in both
bands, but due to the large beam of Spitzer/IRAC, simple aperture
photometry will result in inaccurate ﬂuxes due to contamination from
nearby neighbors. We therefore ﬁt and subtracted nearby sources in
a 19′′ × 19′′ region around z8 GND 5296 in each of the IRAC im-
ages. Positions, magnitudes, and radial proﬁles of the sources in
this region were derived by running Source Extractor on the higher
resolution HST F160W-band images. Each source found, including
z8 GND 5296, was modeled on the IRAC images with the galaxy-
ﬁtting software package GALFIT51 (v3.0) in a manner similar to our
previous work.52 Figure S3 illustrates the process. GALFIT requires a
point-spread function (PSF), which was constructed using stars in the
large IRAC mosaics. The FWHMs of the IRAC PSFs were 1.9′′. The
extracted AB magnitudes of z8 GND 5296 are m3.6 = 25.38 ± 0.09
and m4.5 = 24.40 ± 0.07. We note that these photometric errors
include the uncertainty due to deblending, which we veriﬁed by vary-
ing the neighbor ﬂuxes within their 1σ uncertainties, and noted that
it changed the ﬂux of the galaxy of interest by ≤ 9% for the 3.6 µm
band, and ≤5% for the 4.5 µm band; both at or less than the quoted
photometric uncertainties. As expected from inspecting the image, the
4.5 µm ﬂux is much brighter, which we will comment on below. We
also included constraints during SED ﬁtting at 5.8 and 8.0 µm, using
images from the GOODS Spitzer survey. There was no signiﬁcant ﬂux
at the position of z8 GND 5296 (as expected for a source at high red-
shift), thus during the SED ﬁtting, these ﬂuxes were set to zero, and
the ﬂux errors were set to the 1σ limit of the images, which are AB
magnitudes of 23.485 for 5.8 µm and 23.355 for 8.0 µm. These limits
are 1-2 mag brighter than both of our best-ﬁt models. The photometry
of z8 GND 5292 is listed in Table S2.
We compared the 12 photometric points of our SED to a suite
of stellar population models, using the updated models of Bruzual &
Charlot.53 In these models, we assumed a Salpeter initial mass func-
tion, and varied the stellar population age, metallicity, dust content
and star-formation history. There is mounting evidence that a dust
attenuation law, A(λ)/E(B − V ), similar to that derived for the
Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) better reproduces the UV-optical col-
ors and IR/UV ratios for young, presumably lower-metallicity galaxies
at high redshifts,54–56 compared to the dust attenuation law for local
UV-luminous starbursts57 that is more commonly used (see discussion
in Tilvi et al.55). This is perhaps unsurprising as the SMC is frequently
pointed to as a local analog for high-redshift galaxies. We thus use
the SMC dust-attenuation curve derived by Pei58 to model the effects
of dust on our model spectra. Additionally, recent evidence implies
that high-redshift galaxies likely have a rising star-formation history on
average,54,59–61 thus we allow both exponentially rising and declining
star-formation histories. The stellar mass is found as the normalization
between the observed ﬂuxes and the best-ﬁt model. We include nebular
emission lines using the emission line ratios published by Inoue et al.
(see also Salmon et al., in prep).62 The best-ﬁtting model is found via
χ2 minimization, and the uncertainties on the best-ﬁtting parameters
are found via Monte Carlo simulations, varying the observed ﬂuxes by
an amount proportional to their photometric errors. This procedure is
similar to that used in our previous work, to which we refer the reader
for more details.15,22
We perform two ﬁts; ﬁrst ﬁxing the redshift to z = 7.51 should
our detected line be Lyα, and secondly ﬁxing z = 1.78, if the line were
[O II]. We note that in the high-redshift ﬁt, we exclude the Y -band pho-
tometry, as the highly-star-forming nature of this object implies that it
likely has strong intrinsic Lyα emission, which will be included in the
models. However, given the weak Lyα ﬂux observed, the emission is
likely being attenuated by gas somewhere along the line-of-sight; this
effect is not included in the modeling. As brieﬂy discussed in the main
text, the observed photometry of this source is much more consistent
with a redshift of 7.51, and thus a line identiﬁcation of Lyα (reduced
χ2r[z = 7.51] = 0.8 and χ2r[z = 1.78] = 14.7). This is primarily
due to two wavelength regimes, highlighted by the right panel of Fig-
ure 3, which shows the values of χ2 for each band and redshift. First,
z8 GND 5296 is completely undetected in the optical, even in the ul-
tradeep F814W band. As can be seen in Figure 3, the lack of a signif-
icant detection in the optical strongly favors the high-redshift solution,
with ∆χ2 (χ2z=1.78 − χ2z=7.51) = 2.0, 17.6 and 3.4 for the F606W,
F814W and F850LP bands, respectively (the F775W band is less dis-
cerning, as it has a formal 1.3σ detection; due to the non-detections
in the surrounding bands and in the stack of all optical bands, as well
as the non-detection in this band in a smaller circular aperture, we at-
tribute this to random noise). Second, the IRAC bands also strongly
favor the high-redshift solution, with ∆χ2 = 19.1 and 17.4 for the 3.6
and 4.5µm bands, respectively. This is understandable as at z = 7.5,
[O III] is located in the 4.5 µm band, and a strong emission line could
create the observed color. At z = 1.78, there is no such strong emission
line in this band, thus the models struggle to ﬁt the observed color. As
we discussed in the main text, the inferred [O III] EW can be used to
diagnose the metallicity of this galaxy. We quote the [O III] EW as that
from the best-ﬁtting model, with the quoted 68% and 95% conﬁdence
ranges coming from the Monte Carlo simulations (Table S3).
The SFR quoted in Table S3 is a time averaged SFR. For models
where the stellar population age is older than 100 Myr, we integrate the
star-formation history over the past 100 Myr to determine the SFR. For
younger populations, we simply divide the stellar mass by the stellar
population age. This time-averaged SFR is extremely high for our z =
7.51 ﬁt, with a 68% conﬁdence range from 320 – 1040 M⊙ yr−1 (best-
ﬁt = 330 M⊙ yr−1). Given the observed photometry, this is plausible,
as the bright rest-frame UV coupled with strong inferred [O III] emis-
sion drives the ﬁt to a young age (3 Myr in this case), when the SFR
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will be very high. However, any SED-ﬁtting-based SFR for very young
ages will be extremely sensitive to very short timescale variations in the
SFR that are extremely difﬁcult to constrain, thus the inferred SFR has
a large uncertainty. Although a young age is necessary to reproduce
the inferred [O III] EW, metallicity will also have a strong effect on
the [O III] EW, and we only coarsely sample the metallicity. To see
what constraints we can place on the SFR without requiring assump-
tions on the [O III] line, we performed another ﬁt to the data, excluding
the IRAC 4.5 µm band. In this ﬁt, the time-averaged SFR ranges from
120 – 530 M⊙ yr−1 (best-ﬁt = 260 M⊙ yr−1). Thus, even without
allowing the [O III] emission to inﬂuence our ﬁt, this galaxy still has an
extremely high time-averaged SFR.
As one ﬁnal check, we calculate the SFR using the UV-luminosity
to SFR conversion published by Kennicutt et al.,27 which provides a
SFR 68% conﬁdence range of 50–90 M⊙ yr−1, signiﬁcantly lower
than the range derived from our SED modeling. However, this UV-to-
SFR conversion assumes constant star-formation over the previous 100
Myr,27 whereas our analysis favors substantially younger stellar popu-
lations. Therefore, this conversion will signiﬁcantly underestimate the
SFR in such galaxies (and caution should be used when interpreting the
SFRs inferred from the UV luminosity that do not correct for possibly
low ages9,63). In the main text, we thus assume the ﬁducial SFR of
330 M⊙ yr−1, with the caveat here that given uncertainties in model-
ing the [O III] emission, it may be slightly lower. In the main text, we
discuss the implications of such a high SFR, assuming that it is due to
fueling via gas accretion from the IGM. Alternatively, this high SFR
could be due to a merger-induced starburst, which would be detected
at its peak SFR with a ∼ 10 − 20% probability 64. This galaxy does
appear to have a faint companion, though a clumpy morphology is not
necessarily indicative of an ongoing merger65.
As noted in the main text, the best-ﬁt model for the low-redshift
solution has zero [O II] emission line ﬂux, inconsistent with the spec-
troscopic detection of our emission line, providing further evidence for
our high-redshift solution. To see if we could reconcile the photomet-
ric non-detection at < 1 µm with the detectable emission line ﬂux if
the line were [O II], we tried ﬁtting this galaxy with two populations
– one maximally old (formed at z = 20), and one with an age and
star-formation history which was allowed to vary. Even including the
emission line ﬂux as a constraint, this ﬁt still preferred a completely
passively evolving model with minimal line emission.
[O II] emission at z = 1.78 could be consistent with a passive pop-
ulation if the galaxy hosted an active galactic nucleus (AGN). This is
unlikely as there is no Chandra X-ray source within 30′′.66 The Chan-
dra imaging reaches Lx = 1042 erg s−1 at z = 1.78, sufﬁcient to detect
weak AGNs. To see if an obscured AGN interpretation matches the
available data, we examined the Spitzer/MIPS 24 µm, Herschel/PACS
100 and 160 µm, Herschel/SPIRE 250, 350 and 500 µm and the JVLA
1.4 GHz data 67–69. We found no counterpart to z8 GND 5296 at any of
these wavelengths. To examine the constraining power of these data,
we compared the spectral energy distribution of the low-redshift ob-
scured AGN Mrk 231, redshifted to z = 1.78, to the available data.
Such a galaxy would have been very well detected at all wavelengths.
However, the observed WFC3 and IRAC ﬂuxes for z8 GND 5296 are
much fainter than this redshifted template. Scaling down the template
by a factor of 40× to match the observed H-band ﬂux renders the λ >
24 µm data unable to constrain this possibility. However, the observed
H − 3.6µm color is very inconsistent with such a template, as we ob-
serve this color to be blue, while an obscured AGN would have a very
red H − 3.6µm color. This inconsistency, combined with the fact that
our very deep F814W data should detect any known z = 1.78 object
with our observed WFC3 ﬂuxes, lead us to exclude an obscured AGN
as the explanation for this source.
For the high-redshift solution, as shown in Figure 3, the model ﬁt-
ting prefers strong Lyα emission. The best-ﬁt model has a Lyα line
ﬂux of 4.2 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2, or a factor of ∼15 greater than our
observed line ﬂux (likewise, the best-ﬁt model rest-frame Lyα EW is
120 A˚). This is certainly due to the way we treat Lyα in our model-
ing, where we follow our previous work13,70 and assume that half of
the line is subject to the IGM optical depth at 1215 A˚. This is anal-
ogous to a Gaussian line symmetric about the resonance wavelength
of Lyα. However, as discussed above, this is rarely the case; in fact,
Lyα is typically observed to be redward of the systemic redshift due to
radiative transfer effects. However, in these cases, all of the line ﬂux
blueward of 1216 A˚ as well as many of the photons redward of res-
onance (due to the damping wing) are scattered by neutral hydrogen.
Thus, the observed line ﬂux may be severely attenuated from the in-
trinsic line ﬂux.46,71 As our stellar population model implies signiﬁcant
star-formation, it is not surprising that this galaxy may indeed have a
very strong line ﬂux. The factor of ∼15 difference between the best-ﬁt
line ﬂux and our observed Lyα line ﬂux could further imply that the
Lyα ﬂux of this galaxy is being severely attenuated, perhaps due to a
rising neutral fraction in the IGM (see the following section).
4.5 [O III] Emission Though typically the small variations of galaxy
SEDs with changing metallicity makes conclusions on the metallicity
difﬁcult from photometry alone, the strong inferred [O III] emission in
our object makes at least moderate conclusions possible. In the main
text we discussed how the strong [O III] emission can be used to con-
strain the metallicity of this galaxy. Figure S4 shows how the [O III]
EW varies with age as a function of stellar population metallicity. Un-
fortunately, as we are limited to the metallicity grid of our chosen stel-
lar population models (which are not unlike most available models),
we cannot make a precise determination of the limits of the metallicity
in this galaxy. However, as shown in Figure S4, we can make a few
conclusions. First, models with solar metallicity cannot come within a
factor of three of creating such high [O III] emission, thus even one of
the highest-star-forming galaxies in the distant universe cannot enrich
to ∼Solar metallicity by z ∼ 7.5. Secondly, even with a continuous
star-formation history, models with Z = 0.02 Z⊙ are still excluded
at ≫95% conﬁdence. Models with 20 or 40% Solar metallicity can
reproduce our inferred [O III] EW, though with relatively young ages,
consistent with the results from our SED ﬁtting. Additionally, we also
have constraints on the stellar metallicity from our SED ﬁtting, as we
found that all of our 1000 Monte Carlo simulations preferred a metal-
licity of either 0.2 or 0.4 Z⊙. The conservative conclusion from these
two results is that 0.02 < Z/Z⊙< 1.0 at very high conﬁdence, and
given the metallicity spacing of our model grid, 0.2 < Z/Z⊙ < 0.4
is in good agreement with our measurements. Further nebular mod-
eling may yield a more precise lower limit for the metallicity in this
system, but the best results will come from rest-frame optical nebular
line spectroscopy with the James Webb Space Telescope.
5 EW Evolution
Here we examine the implications of our lone emission line detec-
tion. We performed a simulation to predict the number of galaxies we
would expect to observe using a ﬁducial Lyα EW distribution, with
the goal of measuring the signiﬁcance at which we could rule out a
given distribution. For these simulations, we included all high-redshift
candidate galaxies observed on both masks. We chose as our EW dis-
tribution the predicted z = 7 Lyα EW distribution from Stark et al.19
They use observations of the evolution of the Lyα EW distribution at
3 < z < 6 to predict what the distribution would be at z = 7, assum-
ing the IGM state is unchanged. We approximate this distribution as a
constant probability from 0 A˚ < EW < 40 A˚ then falling off at EW
> 40A˚ as a Gaussian centered at 40 A˚ and with FWHM = 60 A˚. We
assigned EWs to our galaxies with a Monte Carlo approach, in each
simulation randomly drawing an EW from the predicted distribution,
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will b very igh. However, any SED-ﬁtting-based SFR for very young
ages will be extr mely sensitive to very short timescale v riations in the
SFR hat are extr mely difﬁcult t constrain, thus the inf rred SFR has
large uncertainty. Although a young age is necessary to reproduce
the inf rred [O III] EW, metallicity wil also have a strong ffect on
the [O III] EW, and we only coarsely sample the metallicity. To see
what constraints we can place on the SFR without requiring assump-
tions on the [O III] line, w pe formed another ﬁt to the data, excluding
the IRAC 4.5 µm band. In this ﬁt, the time-averaged SFR ranges from
120 – 530 M⊙ yr−1 (bes -ﬁt = 260 M⊙ yr−1). Thus, even without
allowing the [O III] em ssion to inﬂuence our ﬁt, this galaxy still h s an
extr mely igh time-averaged SFR.
As one ﬁnal check, we a culate the SFR using the UV-luminosity
to SFR conversion published by Kennicut et al.,27 w ich provides a
SFR 68% conﬁdence range of 50–90 M⊙ yr−1, signiﬁcant y lower
than the rang derived from our SED modeling. However, this UV to-
SFR conversion assumes cons ant star-formati n over the previous 100
Myr,27 whereas our analysis favors subs antially younger stellar opu-
lations. Therefore, this conversion will signiﬁcantly underestimate the
SFR in such galaxies (and caution should be used whe interpreting the
SFRs inf rred from the UV luminosi y hat d not correct for possibly
low ages9,63). In the main ext, we thu assume the ﬁducial SFR of
330 M⊙ yr−1, wi the caveat here hat give uncerta nties in model-
ing the [O III] em ssion, it may be slight y lower. In the main ext, we
discuss the implications of such a igh SFR, assuming hat it is due to
fueling via g s accretion from the IGM. Alternatively, this igh SFR
could be due to a m rger-induced starburst, w ich would b de cted
at its peak SFR with a ∼ 10 − 20% probability 64. This galaxy does
appear to have faint compa ion, though a clumpy morphology is not
necessarily indicative of a ongoing m rger65.
As noted in the main ext, the bes -ﬁt model for the low-redshift
solution has zero [O II] em ssion line ﬂux, inconsis ent wi the spec-
troscopic de ecti n f our em ssion line, providing furth r evidence for
our igh-redshift solution. To see if we could reconcile the photomet-
ric on-de ection at < 1 µm wi th de ectable em ssion line ﬂux if
the line were [O II], we tried ﬁtting this galaxy wi h two opulations
– one maximally old (formed at z = 20), and one with an age and
star-formation history w ich w s allowed to vary. Eve including the
em ssion line ﬂux s a constraint, this ﬁt still pref rred a completely
passively e olving model with minimal line em ssion.
[O II] em ssion at z = 1.78 could be consis ent with passive op-
ulation if the galaxy hosted n active gala tic nucleus (AGN). This is
unlikely as there is no Chandra X-ray source w thin 30′′.66 The Chan-
dra ima ing reaches Lx = 1042 erg s−1 at z = 1.78, sufﬁcient to de ect
weak AGNs. To see if an obscured AGN interpretation matches the
av i able data, we examined the Spitzer/MIPS 24 µm, Herschel/PACS
100 and 160 µm, Herschel/SPIRE 250, 350 and 500 µm and the JVLA
1.4 GHz data 67–69. We fou d n counterpart to z8 GND 5296 at any of
these wavelengths. To examine the constraining power of these data,
we compared the spectral energy distribution of the low-redshift ob-
scured AGN Mrk 231, redshifted to z = 1.78, o the av i able data.
Such galaxy would hav been very well de cted t all wavelengths.
However, the obs rved WFC3 and IRAC ﬂuxes for z8 GND 5296 are
much fainter than this redshifted template. Scaling down th template
by fact r of 40× to matc the obs rved H-band ﬂux renders the λ >
24 µm data unable t constrain this possibility. However, the obs rved
H − 3.6µm color is very inconsis ent with such a template, as we ob-
s rve this color to e blue, while an obscured AGN would have a very
red H − 3.6µm color. This inconsistency, combined wi the fact hat
our very deep F814W data should de ect any known z = 1.78 object
with our obs rved WFC3 ﬂuxes, lead us to exclude an obscured AGN
as the explanation for this source.
For t e igh-redshift solution, as show in Figure 3, the model ﬁt-
ting prefers strong Lyα em ssion. The bes -ﬁt model h s a Lyα line
ﬂux of 4.2 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2, or fact r of ∼15 gr ater than our
obs rved line ﬂux (likewise, th bes -ﬁt model rest-frame Lyα EW is
120 A˚). Thi is certainly due o the way we treat Lyα in our model-
ing, where we f llow ou previous work13,70 and assume hat hal of
the line is subject o the IGM optical depth at 215 A˚. Thi is anal-
gous to a Gaussian line symmetric about th resonance wavelength
of Lyα. However, as discussed above, thi is rarely the case; in fact,
Lyα is typically obs rved to b redward of the systemic redshift due to
r diative transf r ffects. However, in these cases, all of the line ﬂux
blueward of 216 A˚ as well as many of the photons redward of res-
onance (due o the damping wing) are scattered by neutral hydrogen.
Thus, the obs rved line ﬂux may b severely attenuated from the in-
tr ns c line ﬂux.46,71 As our stellar opulation model implies signiﬁcant
star-formation, it is not surprising hat this galaxy may indeed have a
very strong line ﬂux. The fact r of ∼15 differenc between th bes -ﬁt
line ﬂux and our obs rved Lyα line ﬂux could further imply hat the
Lyα ﬂux of this galaxy is being severely attenuated, perhaps due to a
risi g neutral fractio in the IGM (see the f llowing section).
4.5 [O III] Em ssion Though typically the small v riations of galaxy
SEDs wit cha ing metallicity makes conclusions on the metallicity
difﬁcult from photometry alone, the strong inf rred [O III] em ssio in
our object makes at least moderate conclusions possible. In the main
ext we discussed how the strong [O III] em ssion can be used t con-
strain the metallicity of this galaxy. Figure S4 shows how the [O III]
EW varies with age s a functi n of stellar opulation metallicity. Un-
fortunately, as we are l mited to the metallicity grid f our chosen stel-
lar opulation models (w ich are not unlike most av i able models),
we cannot make a precis determinati n of the l mits of the metallicity
in this galaxy. However, as show in Figure S4, we can make a few
conclusions. First, models with solar metallicity cannot come w thin a
fact r of three of creating such igh [O III] em ssion, thus eve one of
t e ighe t-star-forming galaxies in the dis ant univ rse cannot enrich
to ∼Solar metallicity by z ∼ 7.5. Secondly, even with a co tin ous
star-formation history, models with Z = 0.02 Z⊙ are still excluded
at ≫95% conﬁdence. Models with 20 or 40% Solar metallicity can
reproduce our inf rred [O III] EW, though with relatively youn ages,
consis ent wi th results from our SED ﬁtting. Additionally, we also
have constraints on the stellar metallicity from our SED ﬁtting, as we
found h t all f our 1 00 Monte Carlo simulations pref rred a metal-
licity of either 0.2 or 0.4 Z⊙. The conservative conclusion from these
two result is hat 0.02 < /Z⊙< 1.0 at very igh conﬁdence, and
given the metallicity spacing f our model grid, 0.2 < /Z⊙ < 0.4
is in good agre ment with our measur ments. Further nebular mod-
eling may yield a more precise lower l mit for the metallicity in this
system, but th best results will come from rest-frame optical nebular
line spectroscopy wit the James Webb Spac Telescope.
5 EW Evolution
Here we examine the implications f our lone em ssion lin detec-
tion. W pe formed a simulation to predict the number of galaxies we
would expect to obs rve using a ﬁducial Lyα EW distribution, with
the goal of measuring the signiﬁcance at w ich we could rule out a
given distribution. For the e simulations, we included all igh-redshift
candidate galaxies obs rved on both masks. We chose as our EW dis-
tribution the predicted z = 7 Lyα EW distribution from Stark et al.19
They use observations of the evolution of the Lyα EW distribution at
3 < z < 6 to predict what the distribution would be at z = 7, assum-
ing the IGM state is unchanged. We approximate this distribution s a
cons ant probability from 0 A˚ < EW < 40 A˚ then falling off at EW
> 40A˚ s a Gaussian c ntered at 40 A˚ and with FWHM = 60 A˚. We
assigned EWs to our galaxies with a Monte Carlo approach, in each
simulation randomly drawing an EW from the predicted distribution,
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and then computing the corresponding Lyα line ﬂux using the contin-
uum ﬂux of the given galaxy redward of the line. In each simulation
for each observed candidate galaxy, we ﬁrst drew a redshift from the
galaxy’s redshift probability distribution function. If the correspond-
ing Lyα wavelength fell outside the MOSFIRE Y -band spectral range,
or if it fell on a sky emission line (using an extracted sky spectrum to
denote the position and extent of emission lines), then the galaxy was
marked as not detectable. For all galaxies in a given simulation which
would have Lyα falling in a clean region of the MOSFIRE Y -band, we
then compared the simulated Lyα line ﬂux to the 5σ limit of our obser-
vations. If the line ﬂux was above this value, the candidate galaxy was
marked as detected, otherwise it was left undetected.
For the 5σ line ﬂux, we tried two different values. First, we as-
sumed our predicted spectroscopic depth of 2.1× 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2
(5σ), from the MOSFIRE exposure time calculator (this is the value
that was used in the main text). As shown in Figure S5, this simulation
predicts that we should have detected 6.0 ± 2.2 galaxies. Out of the
104 simulations run, in only 113 simulations was one or zero galaxies
detected at ≥ 5σ, thus we can rule out this EW distribution at 2.5σ
signiﬁcance. We note that the consideration of the sky emission lines
plays a key role, as ignoring their presence would have led us to believe
that we should have detected about 10 more galaxies. As a second test,
we used our ﬂux-calibrated emission line ﬂux of 2.64 × 10−18 erg
s−1 cm−2, at 7.8σ signiﬁcance, to compute an empirically-derived 5σ
sensitivity of 1.7 × 10−18 erg s−1 cm−2. With this as the limit for de-
tection, we ﬁnd that this EW distribution would have predicted 6.0 ±
2.2 galaxies to be detected; in this scenario, this EW distribution can be
ruled out at 2.6σ signiﬁcance. Given the modest uncertainties inherent
in our ﬂux calibration, we consider the ﬁrst scenario a more conserva-
tive result, though the results are very similar (primarily because the
assumed EW distribution yields predicted line ﬂuxes for most galaxies
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Table S1: Summary of Spectroscopically Conﬁrmed Galaxy
Object R.A. Dec magF160W Photo-z 68% C.L. λline zLyα SNRline
(J2000) (J2000) (AB) (A˚)
z8 GND 5296 12:36:37.90 62:18:08.5 25.6 7.5 – 7.9 10342.6 7.508 7.8
Table S2: Measured Broadband Flux Densities of z8 GND 5296
F435W F606W F775W F814W F850LP F105W F125W F160W 3.6µm 4.5µm
−5.4 ± 10.5 −5.0 ± 8.5 17.8 ± 13.9 0.0 ± 5.04 0.7 ± 16.0 102 ± 10 194 ± 12 218 ± 14 256 ± 25 631 ± 51
Table S2 | All ﬂuxes are in nJy (10−32 erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1). While the measured signal-to-noise in the F775W band is 1.3, the lack of detections in all other optical
bands (including the stacked optical image) as well as in a smaller circular aperture implies that this is due to random noise.
Table S3: 68% Conﬁdence Range of Physical Properties for z8 GND 5296
z Stellar Mass Age E(B-V) SFR (t < 10 Myr) EW ([O III])
(M⊙) (Myr) (M⊙ yr−1) (A˚)
7.51 0.9 – 1.2 × 109 1 – 3 0.12 – 0.18 320 – 1040 560 – 640
1.78 1.6 – 1.8 × 109 510 – 570 0.0 – 0.0 0 – 0 —
Table S3 | The values given correspond to the 68% conﬁdence range for the quoted parameters. The initial mass function (IMF) was assumed to be Salpeter; were it
of a Chabrier form, the stellar masses and star-formation rates would be lower by a factor of 1.8.
Figure S1 | Emission line signal-to-noise test. The results of a signal-to-noise test for the one-dimensional spectrum of z8 GND 5296 (each row represents a different
region of the spectrum). We divided the object spectrum by the error spectrum, smoothed by the velocity width of our observed line, and normalized the result so
that the value at the peak of the Lyα line equaled the measured integrated line signal-to-noise of 7.8. The horizontal lines denote the ±3σ points, and the gray ﬁlled
spectrum denotes the (arbitrarily scaled) sky emission. Only the detected emission line has a |signal-to-noise| >3; the absence of negative ﬂuctuations at this level,
which would be due to noise, gives conﬁdence in the real nature of this emission line.
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Figure S2 | [O II] Doublet. A zoomed in view of our source spectrum, overplotting hypothetical [O II] doublet lines for three values of the ratio between the line
ﬂuxes. Unless the [O II] 3729 A˚ line is substantially weaker than the 3726 A˚ line, we would have expected to see highly signiﬁcant ﬂux from the redder line. Even in
the case where the redder line is 50% the strength of the bluer line, we should still have detected emission line ﬂux redward of the sky line residual at the∼2σ level.
Figure S3 | IRAC photometry. 18.6′′ stamps of z8 GND 5296 in the IRAC 3.6 (top row) and 4.5 (bottom row) µm bands, highlighting the de-blending algorithm we
used to perform our source photometry. The ﬁrst column is the image, the second is the GALFIT source model of nearby sources, and the third is the model-subtracted
image, which clearly shows a signiﬁcant detection for z8 GND 5296 in both bands, with minimal residuals from other sources. This ﬁtting was straightforward, as the
neighbors are relatively faint, and are well ﬁt by point-sources. When we performed photometry, z8 GND 5296 was included in the GALFIT model, thus the quoted
magnitudes come from this point-source ﬁtting method rather than a less accurate circular aperture.
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Figure S4 | [O III] EW variation with age and metallicity. The change of the rest-frame [O III] λ5007 EW with stellar population age, for the considered values of
metallicity. The solid lines represent a continuous star-formation history, while the dashed lines represent an instantaneous burst. The 95% (2σ) conﬁdence range of our
inferred [O III] EW, 520–640 A˚, is denoted by the gray bar. At 95% conﬁdence, we can restrict the gas-phase metallicity in this galaxy to be sub-solar yet>0.02Z⊙.
These results are consistent with the stellar metallicity results from the SED ﬁtting; which also preferZ = 0.2–0.4 Z⊙.
Figure S5 | EW test. The results of our Lyα EW evolution test, assuming that the Lyα EW distribution at z = 7 continues its upward evolution with redshift observed
at z = 3 – 6. The dashed curve shows the expected number of detected galaxies in our MOSFIRE data accounting for only the spectral range observed. The solid line
shows how this changes if we also assume that we will not detect lines which fall on a night sky emission line; these sky lines reduce the expected detected number by
>50%. Even accounting for this, our simulations show that if the EW continues its evolution previously observed at z = 3–6 out to z = 7, we would have expected to
detect Lyα at>5σ signiﬁcance from 6 galaxies. The fact that we only detected one such source implies that the Lyα EW distribution has evolved at 2.5σ signiﬁcance.
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